
   lace love Another way to Hana-Ami™ your 
household décor? How about a little lace? We put 
crocheted lace (darned with yarn) on the loom to create 
these vintage-style floral embellishments. So sweet!

« fray day Don’t limit your loom to your 
favorite yarn. Experiment with textures, weights…and 
materials. For example, we used frayed strips of fabric 
for these flowers. They bring shabby appeal to a trendy 
burlap pillow.     

«

just jute Stiff jute twine was an unexpected—
but totally chic—addition to this unadorned 
clutch (available in the Wearables Department). 
Loom a similar look just as you would loom yarn, 
according to the manufacturer’s directions.

twine divine Cotton twine is just divine when 
you turn it into a pretty little flower. Try it instead of 
yarn to create a simple embellishment for clothing, 

accessories…
or a bit of bird-
worthy home 
décor.
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loom to bloom! 
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Hana-Ami™!  
YOU’VE GOT THE LOOM…NOW IT’S TIME TO BLOOM!  
THESE VINTAGE-STYLE FLOWERS ARE ALL THE RAGE, SO GRAB  
SOME COLORFUL YARN, AND A HANA-AMI™ LOOM AND GET CRAFTING!

HOORAY FOR



   curious cascade This look will have you yearning for yarn-as-art! We used three sizes of basic Hana-Ami™ 
flowers (see manufacturer’s detailed instructions) to get the look of this quirky hanging bouquet. And we hot-glued the 
blooms to yarn-wrapped floral wire before suspending them from the frame.

«

« neck wear A crocheted cord is the perfect 
perch for a collection of colorful Hana-Ami™ blooms. We 
used a double-layered flower technique—it’s two looms 
on the base instead of one—to give the petals a multi-
layered pop. Then, we stitched the flowers into place.

   twin pins Hair flair with a vintage twist? 
Make it happen in a flash with a Hana-Ami™ loom and a 
pair of embellishable hair pins (available in the Jewelry 
Department). We simply hot-glued these basic blooms 
to the pads.

chain of  command Extra bulky 
yarn made fuzzy-wuzzy work of this flowery 
neckwear. The scarf was created using a basic 
flower pattern. The only difference? We looped 
one flower to the next while the bloom was 
still on the loom! It’s an easy, no-stitch chain.

   band bouquet 
This piece is a study in 
casually dramatic style! The 
look features double-layered 
flowers and square flowers, 
backed with felt and secured 
to a metal headband (available 
in the Jewelry Department) 
with hot glue.

»

«

   cuppa cute Where’s best to rest a cozy mug 
of tea? A retro-style coaster! Seven flowers, joined using a 
darning needle, make up this fully functional piece. Each 
of the blooms features four fluffy layers—simply wind the 
yarn around the loom four times for a similar look.

«


